
ADDITIONAL OTES ON NAMIBIA

elsewhere new line must abound, rhough many would include extremely difficulr,
wide and ofT-width, jamming crack and chimney problems.

BOlh 'Finger of God' have been climbed, Vingel'klip in the gab valley being
permis ible, and thal ofMukorob slrierly un fficial and not 10 be repeated.

Other minor areas such as the Chumberg near Fish River Canyon (a trip
enlivened b . crossing lhe Kameel River), taplehelm near Anschlus and CJ'ag in
lhe Okahandje area have received some altenlion, Lhough lillle ha been climbed a
ye!.

Finally do Kleyenstuber repons a erie ofSOo-700m-high dolorite c1ifTs in the
hean of Ouamboland, which when el'ious)' approached, he ays, will afTer the
fine t climbing in amibia.

All these areas are open and afe 10 vi it, a in fact we found the whole of
Namibia, friendly but hot, with some ofrhe mo·t inhospitable terrain in the world.
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Cacciabella
Waiter Kirstein

At over 80 years of age one wonders more and more if climbing will be possible at
all. Regular exercise and sensible living are, of course, necessary and it is an
advantage if one can start the holiday at a place where one knows the time it has
taken in previous years to reach certain targets.

In June I was in Scotland for a few days and had walked so slowly up the hills
near Dundonnell and Ullapool, that I felt sorry for my friends who accompanied
me and for myself, because I was afraid I would not be able to climb in the Alps in
summer.

For the first few days after 10 July the weather in the Engadine was not ideal.
Rain, low clouds, wind and sometimes short thunderstorms were not very
encouraging. I was fortunate to find some company when two young Americans
joined me. They were, of course, much faster than me but were quite glad to have
someone who knew the route. This was their first visit. to the Alps. We walked up to
Piz Languard. At the bottom of the ridge leading to the peak a real downpour
stopped us for some time and hearing thunder in the distance we considered
turning back. Suddenly the weather improved and we could follow the small steep
path to the hut below t.he summit. I had to rest about 3 times for a few minutes to
get my breath back but we arrived at the hut in about normal time. Scrambling up
to the peak we were very lucky. Looking down we could not see anything below us
but further away the high mountains broke through the cloud level, the wind force
eased and it was quite warm on the summit. My new friends were most enthusiastic
as they did not know how wonderful the views from this peak could be in really
clear weather.

On the way down the rain started again. Once we were off the summit ridge we
really ran down the path to Alp Languard trying to escape the drenching rain.

By the third week of July SLUart Ferguson and I had done quite a few walks
together and we now asked our guide friends what kind of programme they would
recommend for us-comQined ages now more than 150 years. It was decided to
u'averse the Cacciabella, a mountain in the range between Albigna and Bondasca ,
valleys, which we had seen before but neither of us had climbed. I was looking
forward to seeing the Bregaglia again and I was not disappointed.

We drove to Bondo and by paying a few francs were allowed to take t.he car to a
point in the Bondasca Valley a little short of the bridge which is crossed on the way
to the Sass Fura Hut. We met 3 British parties there who all intended to climb the
NW face of the Badile. One of them was climbing alone. Next evening I saw his
bivouac light just below the upper edge of the face. I am sure all 3 parties can'ied
out their plans.

SLUart walked faster than me and later on I had a strange encou'nter alone: a
chamois crossed my path and stopped behind a rock about 12ft in front of me. It
seemed to be as amazed as I was. Quickly I took a photo but forgot, in the
excitement, to focus correctly so the picture was a disappointment. The Sciora hut
was crowded. There we met our guide, the guardian of the hut. Most visitors had
more serious intentions for the next day than we had, that meant they were
wakened at. 2am and we woke at the same time.

At 4am we got up and at 5am we started our 4-hour walk across endless fields of
boulders to the commencement of the climb. All the time, on this gorgeous
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morning, we were thrilled with the views of the Bondasca peaks behind us and of
the Sciora peaks on our right. At 9am we started to climb. To describe the climb I
think I cannot do better than translate Paul Nigg's descrption in his book Bergell
(Bregaglial.

'NW-Ridge-very beautiful ridge-climb, marvellous view into the valley and
over to the ridges of the Roda Valle della Neve and of the Gallo, excellent rock,
Grade Ill, 4 hours from the Sciora Hut.

'From there up to the col between the Forcelette-Tower group and the
Cacciabella N-peak. From col upwards across rather loose blocks to the foot of an
easily recognisable crack closely on the right of the ridge. Follow the crack upwards
on to the ridge. Then follows a piece of most beautiful, very exposed ridge
climbing. The next pitch of the ridge has to be climbed by getting -up a short
overhanging bit of rock and then following the line of 2 converging slabs a little left
of the ridge. Then from the ridge a little to the right and up between boulders and
again back on the ridge. The uppermost pitch of the ridge is easy on the right and
offers interesting climbing.'

The actual climb took us 2 hours and 50 minutes. It was interesting for us to see
on the way up, on our left, the Gallo which we had climbed the previous year. On
the summit of Cacciabella we ate our lunci} enjoying the views both into the
Albigna and the Bondasca valleys.

The descent started with a short vertical pitch. It looked harder than it was; one
always found a good stance but, of course, having learned rock-climbing in the
Lake District descending steep rock takes me longer than the uphill climb. Below
the steep pitch a rather easy ridge took us to a snow covered gully, which the guide
decided to use. Whilst he secured us we glissaded down the length of the rope.
Having slid down about 200m last summer in Zermatt without any intention of
doing so, at least not head first, I did not now feel quite happy with this procedure.
I ought to have had more confidence. The guide never slipped, though I often sat
down in the snow losing my balance owing to the sudden pull of the rnpe. For me
this part of the descent was rather tiring and I was glad when the gully opened and
the slope became wider and less steep. The following glissade without rope was
pure pleasure. However, the long walk across the boulders to the hut was very tiring
indeed. We could see the hut but it did not seem to get any nearer. I was very tired
when we arrived and decided to spend another night at the hut, while Stuart
decided to walk down to the car.

The Cordillera Blanca of Peru as a national
park
Evelio Echevarria

The Cordillera Blanca, one of the greatest mountain ranges In the world, has
already been for 5 years a Peruvian national park. This means that a number of
developments have taken place in this area and that it has now become extremely
accessible to visitors. The new national park came into being in 1975 with the
official name of 'Parque Nacional Huascaran' (after the range's and Peru's highest
peak). The park owes its inception to Peru's foremost mountaineer, Cesar Morales
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